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Software design patterns are documented best practice solutions that can be applied to recurring problems. The information about
used patterns and their placement in the system can be crucial when
trying to add a new feature without degradation of its internal quality.
In this paper a new method for recognition of given patterns in objectoriented software is presented. It is based on static and semidynamic
analysis of intermediate code, which is precised by the run-time analysis.
It utilizes own XML based language for the pattern description and the
graph theory based approach for the nal search. The proof of concept
is provided by the tool searching for the patterns in .Net framework intermediate language and presenting the results using common UML-like
diagrams, text and tree views.
Abstract.
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Introduction

It is not easy to develop a good design of a complex system. Experienced designer of object oriented software often rely on usage of design patterns that are
known as good solutions to recurring problems. A design pattern can impact
scalability of a system and denes the way of modication of the architecture
without decreasing its quality. Patterns are based on experience of many software
developers and they are abstractions of eective, reliable and robust solutions
to repeating problems. A pattern describes a problem, its context and supplies
some alternative solutions, each of them consisting of collaborating objects, their
methods and services.
Introducing patterns to software design provides one more benet. While
class in the object oriented paradigm makes it easier to understand the code by
encapsulating the functionality and the data, an instance of a design pattern
identies the basic idea behind the relations between classes. It is an abstract
term that can help to understand design decisions made by the original developer. But how to nd instances of design patterns in the implemented system,
when they represent an idea rather than just an implementation template? A
large system has usually long lifetime and original architect of a particular component can leave the team before the system life cycle ends. Modication of the
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internal structure of a software component is a common need during the maintenance or when developing it for a long time. Therefore the precise documentation
of design decisions by describing used design patterns becomes necessary. Unfortunately, such documentation is mostly obsolete or absent at all.
There can be plenty of design pattern instances in a large system, and each
pattern can have many implementation variants. Moreover, a code fragment
can play role in more than one pattern. It is unlikely to expect a human being
to be able to orientate in a large mesh of connected classes forming a system.
Thus, automatic analysis and search have to be done. We focused our eort on
analysis of intermediate code produced by compilers of modern object oriented
programming languages like C#. This code is also directly executable so its
runtime behavior can be inspected as well. With the proposed method and the
implemented tool, the valid pattern instances can be found more precisely, so
the developers can become familiar with the analyzed system easier and have all
the information necessary to make the correct design decisions while modifying
it. Besides that, the library of patterns is kept open and new ones can be added
using a special editor or by directly editing XML les.
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Related work

There are some tools that support reverse engineering with design pattern support, but this feature is far from perfect and there is still research needed to be
done. There are three main questions to answer when developing a solid design
patterns mining tool.
First question that comes out is What to nd? It represents the challenge
of dening a formal language for the design pattern description that would allow
dynamic editing of the catalogue. For humans the most suitable is natural language as it is used in works like the GoF's catalogue [7]. It is good for description
of the pattern's variability, but is insucient for the computer processing. UMLbased Design Pattern Modeling Language [9] is visual language consisting of 3
models (specication, instantiation and class diagram) that uses extensions capability of UML but authors propose just the forward engineering way of model
transformations. Mathematical logic with its power is introduced in LanguagE
for Patterns' Uniform Specication (LePUS) [5]. It, however, is dicult to capture the leitmotif of pattern using LePUS - even GoF patterns are not fully
written in it. Progressive way of pattern description applicable in the context
of pattern mining utilizes XML - Design Pattern Markup Language [2] denes
basic requirements on each class, operation and attribute so the group of them
can be considered a pattern instance.
The answer to the question Where to search? starts with creation of system
model. There are three basic ways how to get it automatically. First, static analysis of the source code comes in mind. It is straightforward, but the drawback is
that it would require development of a new parser for each language analyzed system could use. Thus, lower level language would be useful - that is intermediate
language like Java byte-code (JBC) or Common Intermediate Language (CIL).
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All the languages of the .Net family (C#. Visual Basic, managed C++, J#,
DotLisp, etc.) are translated to CIL when compiled. There exists also a transformation between the JBC and CIL using IKVM.NET [6]. Some behavioral
analysis can be done directly from the statically written code - good examples
are tools like Pinot (Pattern INference and recOvery Tool) [11] or Hedgehog [3]
identify blocks of code and data ow between them to gain the simple image of
the idea behind the code and its dynamic nature. More precise perspective of a
system can be gain by dynamic analysis realizable through proling API (e.g.
CLR Proler uses it). Running the system and monitoring its behavior might
not be the most reliable method, but it is the only way how to gain some very
useful information about it (e.g. Wendehals uses this, but his tool is not really
automatic [14]).
Last of the three questions is How to search? There has been some works
utilizing a graph theory to search the patterns in graph model of analyzed system, while mostly just static information were taken in account [2]. Similar to
it, distance between graphs of an analyzed system and a pattern (dierence in
the similarity of graphs) was introduced in the literature [13]. A quick method
of pattern recognition, useful mostly to speed up the search process in combination with something else, comes from the utilization of object oriented software
metrics known from the algorithms for looking for bad smells in the code [1].
Finally, rules and logic programming come alive in System for Pattern Query
and Recognition [12] in cooperation with already mentioned language LePUS
with all its benets and drawbacks.
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Our approach

The main reason for design pattern mining is making the system understandable
and easier for modication. The problem of many mining approaches presented
before is the relatively high false acceptance ratio, they often identify elements
that just look like pattern instance, but they are certainly not. Therefore we
decided to focus on preciseness of the searching method that would try to identify
only correct pattern instances that meet all constrains a man could dene on a
pattern. The collaborating classes, methods and elds are marked as instance of
particular design pattern when they really t the design pattern denition; so
the software engineer can gain benets from using it.
The rst information that a software developer learns about a design pattern
is mostly its structure. This static information is very important but is useless
without the knowledge of the idea represented by pattern. What we want from
our products - systems and programs - is the behavior rather than the structure
and that is what species pattern most accurately.
To provide reliable results we decided to take three dierent types of analysis
that need to come to an agreement whether the examined elements complies
with pattern constrains or not: structural, semidynamic and dynamic (run-time)
analysis.
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3.1

Structural analysis

The rst and the easiest phase of the precise system analysis is the recognition
of all

types,

their

operations

and

data

(attributes, local variables, method pa-

rameters). The search algorithm is based on graph theory, so we form the three
types of vertex from these elements. Following information are recognized for
each of them:
 Unique identier of each element.
 Recognition whether it is static.
 Identication of parent - the element in which the current one is dened
inside.

Type

The

Type

vertex represents class, abstract class, interface, delegate, enumeration

or generic parameter. It contains identication of element type (Boolean values
indicating whether it is a class, interface, etc.). Special type of edge identies the
types the element derives from - this list contains the base type and all the interfaces implemented by it. Finally the child elements (inner classes, operations,
attributes, etc.) are recognized forming new vertices connected to the current
one with parent-identication edge.

Operation

The business logic of applications is dened inside the methods and constructors.
For these types of elements we recognize the following information:
 Identication whether the operation is virtual. If so, the overridden virtual
or abstract element is searched.
 Recognition whether it is abstract.
 Distinction between the constructors and common methods.
 Returned type.
 Parameters and local variables of the operation.

Data

Attributes, parameters and local variables are represented as the vertices of

type

data having the original scope stored as the vertex attribute. Each data eld
has its type (identied by an edge connected to the vertex standing for the
type). The type of collections is not important when looking for design pattern
instances. The important information is the type of elements in the collection
in combination with additional information, that the reference (the data eld)
is not only one instance, but it stays for a group of elements of the recognized
type.
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Event

Some modern object oriented languages dene language level implementation of
design pattern

Observer.

In .Net, the denition of events is similar to common

class property - it has its type (delegate) and name. The dierence is that during
the compilation two new methods on the class containing the event are dened.
These are used to attach and detach listeners (observers).
From the design pattern mining point of view we can say, that the events are
single-purpose. The denition of an event and references to it exactly dene the

Observer

pattern instance that is implemented correctly. It is clear that when

looking for this kind of pattern implementation, we can mark each occurance of
the key-word. Thus, we store this information in the system model, but do not
discuss this in the paper bellow.

3.2

Semidynamic analysis

Application behavior is represented by methods, invocations between them and
object creations. Some information can be gathered already from static representation of an analyzed system - the most important information is the

call

from one operation to another one.
The necessity of the information about the calls was introduced in many
recent works [2] [3] [11] concerning the design patterns mining. However, just
a few of them inspected the whole body of operations in more detail. We nd
the placement of a method call (whether inside a condition, cycle or directly in
a method) equally important as the basic recognition of the call. Most of the
design patterns dene the condition, that the particular call should be invoked
just when an if-clause is evaluated as true (e.g.
to be realized inside a cycle (e.g.

Composite ).

Singleton, Proxy )

or it needs

It, however, should not forbid it

- the inclusion inside a condition can be done due to many other reasons not
aecting the design pattern instance. For some design patterns is also important
the count of calls to a single operation placed inside the current operation (e.g.

Adapter ).

During the semidynamic analysis there we also analyze the class attributes.
The access to a member variable from an operation brings some very useful
information enhancing the image we can gain about the behavior from the statically written system. If a method plays the role of operation
pattern

Singleton,

GetInstance

in

it is insucient to have just the structural information, it

needs to have a reference to the static eld

instance

and modify it during the

lazy initialization.
The Fig. 1 presents the example results of the static and semidynamic analysis.

3.3

Dynamic analysis

The only time, we can really observe the behavior of a system, is the run time.
When we execute the analyzed system we can see, what is really happening
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Fig. 1.

Graph of the system structure enhanced with semidynamic information

inside the system. To do so, we decided to enrich the model (graph) with four
simple information collected automatically.

Count of instances

Several design patterns say how many instances a particular class should have
during one system execution. The simplest example should be the

Singleton

pattern - it is obvious that there needs to be exactly one instance of the class.
The suitability and the goal we want to achieve by counting instances of concrete
types is obvious. We decided to increase the number also for class A when an
instance of class B is created whereas B derives from A. The reason for doing this
is the fact that patterns usually do not forbid to derive from classes playing the

Singleton
Singleton needs

roles in pattern instance. Thus, there might be a class that derives from
but the method

GetInstace

still has to return the same object -

to have just one instance no matter how many subclasses of it are dened in the
system.

Count of the operation invokes

In the previous section we have already introduced the importance of the information how many times an operation was invoked. The
illustrates the comparison of the count of operation

Clone

Prototype

example

invokes to the count

of instances of a particular type. More common however, is the comparison to
count of invokes of calls done from a particular operation (useful when searching for e.g.

Composite

or

Proxy ).

Thanks to this information it is easy to verify
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whether the placement of a call inside a loop really increases, resp. the placement
inside a condition decreases, the count of call executions. Using this information
we can check also whether e.g.

Composite

really does its job and groups more

components forming a tree structure.
Less common is to compare count of invokes of two separate operations.
The reason is that mostly we do not know whether the target operation really
gets executed - there might be lazy binding and the pattern denition would be
useless. We could increase the count of invokes not only for the operation really
called, but also for the overridden one. It might seem similar to the situation
we have with the classes (previous chapter) but there are some dierences. First
of all, it is sometimes useful to distinguish exactly the called operation and
modifying the count of overridden method would make it a little bit harder. The
most important dierence, however, is that we have another useful information
when considering the operation invokes - we can identify the source and desired
target by monitoring invokes of the calls from one operation to another.

Count of the calls invokes

The call from an operation is mostly polymorphic - its target is a virtual method
that can but (in case it is not abstract) does not have to be overridden in a subclass. As described in previous section, this information can serve as verication
of the real usage of a loop or a condition during the system run time. A good
example is the Proxy pattern, where we can observe whether the condition really
leads to lower calls to the

RealSubject

and is not just a result of coding standards

or an accident.

Count of changes in attributes

Some patterns require tracking the value-changes in data variables. It might
be interesting to monitor changes in all of them including local variables and
method parameters, but we do not nd this really useful and it would lead to
performance problems due to many logging. What we nd useful and sucient
is to count, how many times a value in a class attribute changes.
The importance of tracking the changes can be seen in several design pat-

Singleton we
instance should

terns -even when considering the very simple pattern

can propose

a restriction that value stored in the static eld

change just

once. More changes would cause the program to loose the reference to the only
instance, thus the pattern instance would behave incorrect.

The most important, however, is the value to identify patterns Strategy and
State. They have been discussed many times in literature so far [2]. When trying
to recognize these patterns in a system automatically, most of the approaches
presented earlier simply sets the instance as Strategy or State - since they were
using just the static analysis they were unable to distinguish one from other. The
approaches that took the challenge and proposed the ability to distinguish them
used some additional information, restriction that do not t always and were
added by them [3] [11]. Very common is the denition that a concrete state
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needs to know about its successor (one concrete state has reference to another
concrete state) or the context simply creates the concrete states. This is usually
true and is a very good assumption. We have identied dierent assumption that
allows us to recognize these patterns: states should change, whereas strategies
should not. This means that we need to know whether the attribute in

Context

class (its reference to abstract state or strategy) changes or not. We can say that
the

Strategy

pattern says about algorithm a context can be congured with.

Strategy encapsulates behavior used by a system, its part or a single class and

it should not change during the client (Context ) life time. Thus, the restriction
we placed is, that there can not exist any class that contains a parameter of
type

Strategy

(reference to abstract strategy) that changes too many times - the

highest possible count of changes in the eld referencing from the
the

Strategy

is the count of instances of the

clear, we know how to nd a

State

Context

Context to
Strategy

class. Having the

- when all the other requirements (structural,

semidynamic, other dynamic restrictions) are met, there needs to be a
class that has an attribute of type

State

the variable was changed) more times than the

3.4

Context

that was changed (the value stored in

Context

class was instantiated.

Design pattern model and the search

We have introduced several constraints that can be used to exact recognition of
design pattern instances. Because of these new constraints, we had to develop a
new pattern description that includes improved structural and behavioral information. As we mentioned earlier, the analyzed system is represented as a graph
with four kinds of vertices:

type, operation, data

and

call. Each type of vertex has

its own attributes (as they are described in chapters 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3) and can be
connected with the other vertices using typed edges. The pattern is a rule that
describes constraints on a subgraph of this graph - its vertices including values
of the attributes, types and edges.
Patterns usually dene roles that might (or should be) played by more system
elements - e.g. they dene a

concrete strategy, but expect that there will be more

of them in a single instance of the pattern. It means that the multiplicity of items
playing role

concrete strategy

should be at least 2. The multiplicity is crucial for

all patterns (dening the minimal and maximal value of it for each pattern
element) - it is clear that there should not be a public constructor available in
the class

Singleton, thus its multiplicity needs to be exactly 0. There needs to be

at least one private constructor, so multiplicity of this element has the minimum
at 1. The multiplicity is even more interesting when we look for an

Factory

Abstract

instances - when we take the denition of pattern very precisely, we can

propose a constraint on count of abstract products demanding it to be the same
as the count of methods of the factory that create objects of dierent types. The
minimal and maximal value is used also for all the information gathered using
the dynamic analysis and can be set as constant number or as a reference to
another numeric value evaluated on the pattern instance.
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4

The Tool

To prove our concept we have developed a complex reverse engineering tool that
is able to analyze any system built on the .Net platform and search the instances
of design patterns dened in an editable catalogue (see Fig. 2 for the screenshot
of the tool). The analysis process starts with selection of assemblies (DLL and
EXE les) and specifying namespaces that should be included. The content of
the assemblies is written in Common Intermediate Language, that is produced by
every compiler of all the languages of the .Net family. CIL can be read in various
ways. The simplest one is the usage of the reection that is commonly available
in the .Net environment and is sucient for the needs of structural analysis. The
content of the operations that is investigated by the rest of the analysis process is
available as plain CIL. We nd here all the references to attributes (data elds),
method calls and recognize whether they are positioned inside a condition, loop
or directly in the method body. Finally, the dynamic analysis is done using .Net
proling API that allows us to inject logging instructions into every operation
of the analyzed system. This is done before Just-In-Time compilation (from CIL
to machine code) of each method starts.
Before we could search for something, we needed to dene it. Therefore we
have created an editable catalogue of design patterns stored in an XML-based
language that we have created from original Design Pattern Markup Language
(DPML) [2] enhancing it by the features we added (we call it

DPMLd ).

The

search for design patterns instances itself is based on graph theory and utilizes
GrGen.Net [8]. GrGen.Net allows a developer to dene his own model of graph
that contains typed vertices, each type of vertex having its own attributes and
connected with other vertices using typed edges. Upon the dened graph, there
can be a graph-rewrite-rule created. The rule consists of conditional and changing
part and can be used to specify conditions on subgraphs we want to search for.
The tool we created transforms the graph of analyzed system into the GrGen.Net
form and produces the graph-rewrite-rules from specication of design patterns.
Finally, it collects the found subgraphs - basic fragments of candidates of design
pattern instance (e.g. group of vertices that represent an instance of State with
only one concrete state). These fragments are grouped together if they have
common group-dening elements - this is for example the abstract state class,
or the template method. Which elements are the group-dening is dened by
the pattern and it can be any type, operation or data. The last step of the
search is done when subgraphs are grouped into the candidates. It consists of
multiplicity checks verifying the correct count of elements in the pattern instance.

5

Results

The Fig. 3 illustrates the benets of the individual steps of the analysis we
proposed in this article. It contains wrong and good implementations of the
simplest of the GoF design patterns - the

Singleton.
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The results dialog window of the tool

Fig. 2.

Structural analysis is the rst what comes in mind when we talk about mining
of design patterns from existing projects. It checks many conditions - when
considering the

Singleton,

it checks whether there is no public constructor and

at least one private one in a class that contains static attribute of its own type
and a static method returning the type. However, all these conditions are met
already in the case of class
the method

GetInstance

NearlySingleton1

(part A in the gure). Even more,

has reference to the instance data eld and calls the

private constructor. The semidynamic analysis checks all this and adds another
feature - it requires the call to be placed inside a condition (if-clause). It might
seem enough, but as we can see the

NearlySingleton2

(part B in the gure) ts

also these constraints and still is not a correct instance of the singleton pattern.
Finally, the dynamic analysis adds some something that ensures the correctness
- it checks the count of instances of the class (to be more exact it checks also the

instance eld and count of method and call invokes)
Singleton1 and Singleton2 are the valid Singleton pattern

count of value changes in the
and veries that the

instances in the system. Please note, that the call to the private constructor in

Singleton2

the

is not placed in a condition as it is written in the code. However,

we can say there is a hidden (suppressed) else block because the precious if-block
ends with the return statement (the tool recognizes this correctly).
We have lled the catalogue of the implemented tool with all GoF design
patterns having one group of implementation variants for each pattern. This
means that all common implementation variants are found, but some correct
pattern instances that rely on transitive relations might stay undiscovered. The
resolution to this is by adjusting the level of accuracy of the pattern denition or
by adding the denitions of the additional variants (all using the GUI of the tool;
automatic transitive relations are to be added during future work). The
and

Iterator

Observer

patterns are also included. We, however, decided not to search for
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Fig. 3.

Experiments with singleton pattern

the language-level implementation of them - this would be just the keyword
based search for

event

or

foreach.

We dened these two as they are described

in the GoF catalogue and search just in the client code. As expected, none of
the projects we tested was reinventing the wheel (they used the language level
features instead of coding it at their own). Thus, we do not show these results
in the tables bellow.
We have checked our tool on the code of our tool itself (PatternFinder ). We
chose our own tool for examination because it is an untrivial piece of code and
we know about occurrence of all instances in it. The tool was able to nd all the
pattern instances correctly (except Mediator - it did not nd it since it has colleagues made from system types that were skipped during the analysis process).
It was also able to nd some pattern instances we included unintentionally.
The other tests were made on both - the free (mostly open source) and the
commercial projects on the .Net platform (since we do not need sources, we
need just the DLL and EXE). The Table 1 presents results of the examination
executed on the dierent projects. Please note that we looked just for a single
variant of each design pattern (resp. small group of variants covered using single
pattern description in the DPMLd pattern language we proposed). The variants
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can be modied or some new one can be added to the tool using the editor it
contains or by writing it as the XML.
The table columns marked with S are based on static (structural and semidynamic) analysis and the D columns contain results that came from complete
static and dynamic analysis Each table cell contains three numbers formatted
like x / y / z, where:
x - count of all subgraphs (smallest fragments that meet the basic requirements).
y - count of all candidates that arrised from grouping of the subgraphs.
z - count of the found pattern instances.
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Conclusions and Future work

In the previous sections we have introduced a method for searching instances of
design patterns in an intermediate code and a tool that is a proof-of-concept.
We have focused on preciseness of search results, therefore we have proposed a
method based on three dierent types of analysis. All of them need to agree before they mark the pattern instance, so they together provide interesting results
with low false acceptance ratio.
The implemented tool provides identication of pattern instances in the intermediate language of the .Net platform. Choosing intermediate language as an
input to the analysis removes the necessity of access to the source code. As a result we are able to check any software developed for the .Net platform, including
COTS products provided by third parties. The search process is driven by a pattern specication which is written in an XML-based language. The tool provides
a GUI editor for the language, what allows users to modify pattern descriptions
or specify other patterns. Through modication of a pattern description a user
can even congure the level of search preciseness.
In the future, we would like to improve our specication language to allow
searching more variants of design patterns. An interesting approach in this area
has been introduced by Nagl [10]. He uses feature modeling [4] for specication
of design pattern variability. Another improvement can be gained by allowing
the transitive relationships which are sometimes parts of the software design (for
example indirect inheritance, multiple code delegation, etc.).
Acknowledgement. This work was partially supported by the project of
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1/1/1
0/0/0
0/0/0
7/2/2
7/2/2
0/0/0
325 / 18 / 12 110 / 2 / 1 1528 / 43 / 25
428 / 23 / 14 771 / 13 / 6
591 / 43 / 23 171 / 16 / 11 7924 / 127 / 47 1476 / 75 / 26 161 / 18 / 11
87 / 14 / 2
41 / 5 / 1
17 / 5 / 0
0/0/0
7/3/0
0/0/0
0/0/0
0/0/0
0/0/0
0/0/0
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